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Vandals Petition College Community:
President Gaudiani 'Revises Judiciary
Board Punishment Recommendation
'Gloved hand' Appears in
Lambdin Shower Over Break
After the two seniors and one
junior were found guilty of the
. vandalism that occurred on cam-
pus Saturday, September 24, the
three petitioned the college com-
o munity in an attempt to revise the
~ Judiciary Board's recommenda-
~ Lions.
~ The petitions circulated in-
S. eluded the defendant's names,
~ their proposed punishments, citing
~ previousJudiciary Board cases and
:: punishments. In addition, the three
;;. claimed that The College Voice
L:--,-__ ~...2~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~!._ _ ___l~. article published on October 4,
Students collecting signatures outside the post orrice biased the members of the Judici-
ary Board and the case's outcome.
Claire Gaudiani, president of
the college, waspresented with this
petition which contained over
three hundred signatures accord-
ing to Robert LHampton, dean of
the College. Along wilh Dean
Hampton, President Gaudiani con-·
by Craig Tlmberg
The College Voice
A security alert was posted on
Saturday, October IS, following a
report of an intruder in a fourth-
floor bathroom of Lambdin Dor-
mitory.
A female student, who has re-
quested that her name be withheld,
entered the shower on the fourth
floor of Lambdin, an all female
floor, at approximately I :30 p.rn.
on October IS. "I was kind ofnerv-
ous already ... [1] thought I heard
somebody right by the [shower]
door," said the female student.
According to the student, she
noticed a pair of "tan suede work
gloves" under the door to the stall
and asked "who's there?" The in-
truder immediately ran away.
Although the intruder was
"never in the stall:' the student re-
called, "he must have been kneel-
ing down .. .Iassumed that it was to
look under."
After she "waited for a few
seconds," the student returned to
her room and called Campus
Safety.
The intruder has not been ap-
prehended nor is there any evi-
dence or description that ·might
lead to an arrest. According to
Bruce Ayers, Acting Director of
Campus Safety, "it could have been
a student, it could have been an
outsider." Although Ayers de-
scribed it as an "isolated incident,"
he also stressed that the incident is
"definitely a cause for concern."
Shortly after the incident oc-
curred, security alert sheets were
posted around campus to warn stu-
dents about the intruder. The alert
system, devised in March, 1988,
after a Domino's Pizza delivery
man had been caught looking under
a shower stall, serves to warn stu-
dents when there is an intruder on
campus.
According to Joseph A. Tol-
liver, Dean of Student Life, the
system is "to be used for intruders
or trespassers ... not [members] of
the college community."
Dcan Tolliver noted that be-
fore the alert system was imple-
mented. when there was an intruder
on campus students "heard about it
through the grapevine ... [it) got
blown out of proportion."
He further explained that
Campus Safety and thc administra-
tion "get as much information as
they can" and post the alert within
an hour after the incident.
Although Dean Tolliver said
that "it's really hard to tell" how
well the system works "on the
communication side, I think it
works really well." He also noted
See Gloved Hand .6
by Alexandra SUets
Associate News Editor
sulted Joseph Tolliver, dean of
student life, and M. Gertrude
McKeon, acting associate dean of
'the college, about J-Board's rec-
ommendations.
"The president doesn't always
agree with the J-Board recommen- •
dations. It is her right and respon-
sibility tojudge on suspensions and
expulsions with or without J -Board
input The deans have confidential
information that they bring to the
forefront that helps the president
come to her decision:' said Dean
Hampton.
What that information the
deans have is unclear. A source
revealed that one out of the thrce
rulings was changed by President
Gaudiani. The expulsion decision
was revised, to allow the student to
return alter his activities during
suspension from the college are
reviewed. If allowed to return to
Connecticut College, he will only
be allowed to attend classes, hav-
ing no social on campus.
Julie Quinn, direclOr of col-
lege relations, refused to directly
comment on any changes President
Gaudiani made to the J-Board's
recommendation, and said "in mat-
ters of student life, we'[the admini-
stration] havea responsibility to the
students involved. This is a confi-
dential matter between those stu-
dents and the college."
Joan King, associate dean of
the college, although not directly
related to this particular case, com-
mented that "it is not easy to make
the best possible decision. The
president agonized over her deci-
sion as I am sure the J-Board did.
You have to be fair to the students
involved, yet fair to the other stu-
dents in the community. The final
decision sends a message to oth-
ers."
The message sent is that the
college will not tolerate vandalism.
"This was unfortunate. We all lost
something. [Vandalism] does a 101
of damage to the communtiy and is
expensive. II costs us several thou-
sands of dollars a year," said Dean
Hampton.
Budget Proposal Passes Student Government Assembly
publications on campus expressed Upon revealing thatthe$750of
their displeasure of the amount of new allocations to the two maga-
money recommended to be allo- zines would come from TIle Col-
Student Government Asso- cated to The College Voice Pub- lege Voice Publishing Group, Inc"
ciation (SGA) Vice President Blair lishing Group, Inc.· Taylor explained the Committee's
Taylor finally saw her Finance Judging from the previous rationale. In regard to last weeks'
Committee's budget proposal week's discussion,Taylor, in her idea to cut Voice Magazine alto-
sweep through round one. The opening address on the topic, noted gether, Taylor said that that was
SGA Assembly voted 2510 3 at the that "allocation increases to the "completely unfair. Voice Maga-
October 13 meeting to send the smaller publications was a prior- zine is as necessary as the other
proposal to the student body. iry.' small publications," she said Tay-
Taylor, who .----=-------==------------=---'---'-"'l lor noted that last
chairs the SGA Fi- "I think this budget is extremely fair and week's "general con-
nance Committee. cern was to give more
was "excited" extremely reasonable under the rest ric- money to the smaller
about the evening's tions, which are budget restraints." publications. This
outcome. "I think took priority over
this budget is ex" Voice Magazine
tremely fair and extremely reason- "We [the Finance Committee] which has been here for only two
able under the restrictions, which went back and revised thcproposal, years." Taylor also noted that, for
are budget constraints," she said which wc feel is justified/'said further funds, Voice Magazine
after the Assembly meeting. Taylor could come up with additional ad
The Finance Committee's TaylorannouncedthatBLATS revenue.
sense of victory was a far cry from had been allocated an extra $550 to Speaking on behalf of The
last week, when the Assembly . cover half of the magazine's pro- College Voice Publishing Group,
voted down the motion, 21 to 8, to duction costs and to expand to five Brian Field, publisher, remarked
send the budget proposal to the issues. Taylor also announced that that last week's supposed "general
student body. At that meeting sev- The Gallery would be allocated an concern" for the smaller publica-
eral representatives of the smaller additional $200. SeeBudget p.6
by Michael Borowski
The College Yoke
News New London Focus Arts & Leisure
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~The Buck Should Stop With J-Board Confidentiality Jeopardized by Guilty Students
i
~ OYer the put (ew days petitions allUSsomconc'spl ... s.Theywillnotgraduat.e the recommendation. The hearinl.is ~
have been c:i.radaUnI demanding the in the anticipated four years. It make take them ovcr until each member is steadfast m their
.... recauidention of Judiciary Board one or two semesters longer. In the case of belief thai the reoommendalion is indeed the
.~ recommmdations in the vandalism expulsion. it means forced n:consideration of ben alternative; no ooe leaves with uncer-
~ bearin&:. I hive read and heard argu- the.irfuture. It is difficult 10 make mis decision. IUUy in their beliefs. Tbe Board does nOl
~ ment.s 10 the effect that the Judici~ In suspension. it is an unstated message the have.final say in the miller, an appeal proc-8 Board has not served justice, that the Board feels the individual needs some time ess exists. The DeansolSuxlenl Affainand
reeommendaLioru: of expulsion and away from Connecticut College to consider the College meet to review the recommen-
~ suspension W~ hastily decided and ",,'hathas h1flPCned,lOcoosiderthecosts" fellow dation amending it if they deem necessary
harsh. Yet, has the question of how the rommunity members have had to bear because and pass the recommendation on 10 the
Judicial Board members felt about oflheacLions and roconsider tbe importanceof President for final review.
having to make such recommendations the HonorCode. The suspension is meant to be None of us wiU ever know everything
been widely considered? II is perhaps positive, there is still hope that the individual thai WIS said and considered in the bearing.
one of the most difficult situations to will learn from an unfonunate incident and will We eleced the Judiciary Board members to
ccnfront, Ihave been a member of the be able 10 return to the ccmmcnuy. make the decision for us: 10 review the
Judiciary Board for two yean; I have Expulsion is by far the gravest recom- evidence and decide upoo a fair recommcn-
been in wir position. The fint sileru mendation. II i.s a slal.ement the individual has dation. They are privy to all of the facts,
reaaion is to pass the buck or to tum demonstrated nagrant disregard for the Honor testimony and evidence; we arenot. Iam not
your back on the enure siLUation, but Code and the oommunity as a whole. As a saYing "do not sign the petuioe". The in-
then cones the rea.liUltion that you noard member it is frustrating admission that valved. panies have every right 10 altempt I
have beee elected to decide. The buck the rehabilitative options have been petiuon and those who agree have every
stops with you. exhausted.There are no other options. It is a right to sign it. I simply feel the pcbhc ergu-
A recommendation of suspcn- painful moment when you reach that realiUl' mera has been one sided. I ask you to have
sion,ld aloneexpubion. is not blindly tion. confidence on the Judiciary Board. After
considered. You know what the conse- I am sorry the enLire incident occurred. being a part of J-Board training last Spring,
quences are; your decision drasticaUy sorry for the individuals involved and the serving for two years both with Jansen Ca-.
Board members who had 10 make an cxtremely lamia and Peter Spoerri and one year with
difficult decision. However. it did happen, and Todd Preston, I can confidently slate the
we elccted our Board to deal with these situ- Board is competent. They are all extremely
ations for us. The Board members argue with capable of reaching a just and fair decision.
each other. discussing what is brought before Sincerely,
them, consLantly playing dcvil's advocate with Helen R. Dewey, '89
Slander is Simply
Morally Wrong
LeUcr to the Voice:
After reading the an..icle abom non-
confidenLiality in the last issue of 1'he
Voice I was outraged and extremely
(Nstrated.
I would like to clear up one thing
fint of aU. There arc no "convicted fcl-
ons" on this campus. Mr. Kania seems to
forget that he is a coUege student, not a
supreme coun jusLicc. The shau.ering of
glass is hardly a crime of such severity.
Another issue brc ..ghl up in the ar-
Licle which 1 fccl was completely absurd
was the idea that offcnders would think
twice before acting if mcy knew their'
names would be published in lbe Voice.
Mr. Kania Slated ..... perhaps the vandals
would have dccided lhcir repulation was
more important than their·fun.·" If such
offenders were in any condition to ra-
tionaUy decide which was more impor-
tant, their reputations or their fun. they
would nol have committed thc act at aU.
If the vandals were in any condition to
think about repercussions, Iam sure that
the decision of J-Boud and thcir futures
would have been more of a concern than
their reputations.
Punishment (or honor code offend-
en are decided upon by J-Board and
teachers/deans. Let's keep it thai way.
We have elect.ed these people to make
what we hope are the right decisions. If,
OIl any J ·Boe.rd case, Ihe decision i.s one
of suspension, the offender is being
given a second chance_ Is he/she lIUly
being given a second chance if the whole
slUdent body shuns him/her in order to
"prolcd. lhcmselves?" J- Board makes
decisions on what is needed lohopcfully
correa offenders. Being shunned has
never been an option for punishmenL
I ask you all to put younelf in this
situation: Some of your best friends
break the honor code on a drunken night.
Their case is being heard. They regret
their actions and are incredibfy worried
about the outcome. You know they were
wrong, yet because you care about them,
you are womed and upset as weU. if the
punishment iJ a harsh one you hun with
them. If the punishment is lenient, yoo,
too, are thankful. You walk around cam-
P'" and everywhere people a~ slandcr-
ing their namcs_ 1bey return after sus·
pension and people avoid them like the
plague. You receive cold stares. Is this
just? Is it, as Mr Kania said, "TOO
BAD!?~
I believe that Mr_ Kania's effort to
"protea." himself against "potential
troublemakers" he is losing sight of re-
alty.if we go through life avoiding ev-
eryone who has made a mistake, or who
has potential to do so. we will be very
closed minded peope, following an
extremely narrow path, with a limited
nwnber of friends.
We, as coUege swdents and future
leaders. must also acknowledge the
moral issue here. There is a rlRe line
between people's civil rights and others'
right to know_ However, this line does
ex.iSL Slander iJ simply morally wrong.
Slncerd"
Carla DeLu.a -91
Mindless Persecution is No Answer
l.etter 10 Ihe Voke:
Inever approve of vandalism, and in my mind Ihave judged the vandals as Iam sure the
enLire school community has. However, it is not my right to proclaim a public judgement upon
them. Thai is the lask of the J-Aoard. and if we believe in the HonorCooc, we must ha ...e faith
in their judgement.
The public persccution of thcse vand.als, would not serve jusLicc. but would only serve
the needs of the those who feci a need to voice a vengeful vendetta tosaLisfy their private sense
of juslice. I remember weU many rcacLions last year to an individual's leiter to The Voice
mocking the sexual harrassment commiHee. Personally Iwas inccnsed by the letter and the
public reaction to it. lnnantly the individual was persecuted by distasteful si&;Rsand threaten-
ing mail. Such amindlc~s moblike approach is nOl the means to solve such a serious problem.
Sincerely.
R~cr CoIiR\';lUX '90
Student Offended by CONNTHOUGHT Pieces
LcUer 10 the Voke:
After reading the Oaober 11th issue of Tiu Col/f!gf! Voice. I, and a 101of other people are
personaUy offended. As a result of a bitter attack on Laz.ros donn in the article entitled "1GOI
Lauus Today .. .,'· by Eric Barnes, anger. and frustration were sparked to most every person
living there. First of all. ·Laz.rus· was the guy thatJ~sus raised (rom thedead, Lazrus is the donn.
UMr. Bames knows so much about Lazrus and all of its evils. he should be expected to speU
it correctly.
More importantly. the only people who dread Lazrus are the people who believe ign-oflnt
ramblings along the Lines of Mr. Bames' shoddy excuse for oornmentary. Promotion of such
misconstNed ideas as Mr_ Bames' not only (unhen the ignorance which. is espoused inilS sen-
timents, but also seems petty and trivial next to articles expressing serious opinions about
relevant campus issues.
One sudl anicle was lisa Olalk's commentary about 'De Faao: cc::nsorship. This article
and the basically one-sided coverage of the budget issue, compels me to comment further on
the contents of the last issue of The Voia: Firstly. Ms. Oiatk's suggestion that. Thf! Voice
Magazine received a $1500.00 cut in the original budget recommendaLion is entirely (alse. The
Voice Magazin.e, which has never had to exist as a small budget club, receives no money from
SGA at all. The magazine is flUlded by the Voice Publishing group, which did roceive a huge
increase.
Assembly members who spoke out against Tiu. Voice on the 6th expt'es.sed both the
opinions of thc constituents which they were elected to represent, and several common sense
ideas. One of the main thrusts ofthc argwnenl again51the budget, was that the measly funds
allotted 10 smaller publications were, in effect. preventing them (rpm existing in a respectablc
form. This is cxaetJy the typeof"De Faao" censorship that was vOieddown by an overwhelm-
ing majority of assembly members on Thursday the 6th.
Funhcnnore, Itake personal offense at the implicaLion that Iwas using my posiLion in SGA
to unfairly benefit Bwls MagazifU. While Idid speak out against The Voice's mooopol.izaLion
of regularity in the publishing circles on this campus, and Idid emphasize the importance of
srnaUerpublicaLi~ (Imentioned The Galleryand In Poli/icsby name,) never once did Ispeak
about Blais MagazuU!. U I had., that may have constituted a conflicto(inlerests.1be statement
"Maggiore had hoped that his own publication would get more (money)" is pure speculaLion.
Since Ihave neither made any public statements about my specific desires conceming Blais'
suggested budget. nor have Ibeen interviewed by The Voia, Idemand a retraction of thal near
slanderous assertion.
In closing, I suggcst to The Voice. thal if it is really that ccncemcd about "De Facto
censorship," it should stop being so one sided about issues it doesn't like, stop printing
irrelevant articles that amounllO nothing more than personal gripes. and completely stop the
publication of blatant fallacies.
MOl>1 Sinccrdy,
John n. Maggiore,
House Senator, Lurus
Editor In ehler, RIalS Maganne
The Voice Responds: First, all arlicles prinled upoll 1M CONIVT1IOUCHT page au llu
opinio1f.fof/he i.ndividlJJJ1al4llwrl,andnol.lhe Voice ilseJf; ifpeoples' arglU'1'U!msarf!OfU!,sitUd
ill a CONNTJlOUClrr pieu, il is their righi.
AltJwugh it is IrIU lhal ¥oicf! M","Wee is allotled motI~llUIIUr 1M Voice Publislu'ng Croy.
lite Filtance Commulee did. ill/act. rec~nd a SJ500.00 cut /oUo~d by all dddilioMl
S150iJO CI4Ito ,Ite magazw.
Jt is also Ina lhal Ihe Group rf!Cf!ivtd QII overall[UUJftCial ifICrf!Q.Sf!,however IIv SGA molliu
,rallled to this orgalli.zalion prr;tlU:Uonly afraC/ion. o/IM IwuJs tlv Croup rf!qKiu41o ui.rt.
F inaJly, if Maggiou did 1IOliltund 81111."0rueivt an u"crf!tJSt,as MoW reportf!d illSGA Brit/4,
i,o.polo,izes.
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takes as those who climbed be- .!:l
fore us. We didn't create the ~
Midgetman missile, but we will !
soon be responsible for it. SO it is
all the more important to learn 1-how to take responsibility foc to
what we will one day be held ac-
countable for; and this is an ideal
place, complete with ideal re-
sources, to learn how to do just
that,
Perhaps our tragedy as a cul-
lure is that we are always trying to
outdo one another-in the battle
for land or the battle for the ears-
and in the process we forget to
listen: to history. to our ancestors.
to the Bards of our day, to the
Bards of this campus. They have
seen the most of this world, and it
is they who may have something
to offer us. Their audience is
dwindling, but we need not let it
disintegrate into extinction; we
need only surrender in the battle
of the ears .....
The Art of Listening: Is it Still Practiced?
minded me of the insulation that
sometimes divides this very Ivory
Tower. faculty on one side, stu-
dents on the other. Of len it seems
tic exchanges of students among
themselves. We, as students, are
sometimes immured byourown in-
different walls, while the voice of
the professor,
like the voice
of Bard, sings
unheard.
Now
more than
ever. we need
to listen to
what those
with the ad-
vantage of
experience
have to offer
us; after lis-
tening. we
can reject or
accept, but
only after.
ment, he has found that beauty has
no audience. The young of Bertin
frequent a cavernous, clad in
black, nightclub, twisting in soli-
tary, sinuous r=r--~~~~~~~~fj~~~~~~~~~~~ii~motions. Thenumbing
sounds of the
throbbing
music serve
as the back-
drop for their
narcissistic
actions. and
precl ude the
opportunity
for any con-
versation.
Listening has
no place; the
people nei-
ther speak
nor listen to one another. These
scenes are juxtaposed with the
wanderheard poetry is threatened
with extinction-it needs the ears of
the future generation in order to
survive.
These scenes in the film re-
We are living in the epoch of
the battle of the ears, and this war-
fare is threatening the Art of Lis-
teningwith annihilation. Listening
is a rare virtue in the midst of the
"battle to be heard" that character-
izes our time. Somewhere along
the road there has been a paradoxi-
cal breakdown in communication
in the era of communication. The
channel is plugged, whether it be
with the opposing superpower,
parents, professors. or even
friends.
I was reminded of the irnpor-
tance of listening last summer
when Isaw Wim Wonders's most
recent film, Wings of Desire.
Underneath the main plot of the
movie, which spins the tale of an
angel who yearns to shed his om-
niscient,weightlesswings in favor
of the imperfect, weighted seed of
humanity, runs a subplot that is
softer and less audible than the
main one; it is the story of the pro-
verbial Bard, an aged man in Ber-
lin, who has within him epics of
peace, but, much to his disenchant-
/
We are the descendants of the age
of fear, the inheritors of a seem-
ingly insurmountablcdcficitof dol-
lars and values. We have a formi-
dable mountain before us, and
without listening, we will be
doomed to repeat the same mis-
that the faculty wander in the wake
of the Bard, unable to reach us.
Their ruminations of the world in
the classroom are often met with
dropped eyelids and apathetic
gazes. Habitually, professor's re-
marks are punctuated with the cryp-
by Michelle Conlin
Class or 1989
Young Democrats/College Republicans
Defend Candidates' Views on the Issue of Abortion
There are obvious instances that provide
exceptions to this belief. Rape, incest, and situ-
ations that endanger the life of the mother
would make abortion almost indisputably es-
sential. George Bush feels strongly for provi-
sions that would allow for these situations and
he made sure they were included in the Repub-
lican platform. What he opposes is the reckless
elimination of more than 1.5 million children
each year.
Roman Catholic Archbishop John
Whealon of Hartford, Connecticut assails the
Democratic party and its candidate for being
"officially in favor of
executing unborn babies
whose only crime is that
they temporarily occupy
the mother's womb."
George Bush does not
support these principles.
Nor does Lloyd Bentsen.
And certainly, these are
not the values of the
American people.
George Bush seeks a
Constitutional amendment overturning the Su-
preme Court case Roe vs, Wade, which re-
moves the states' rights to make laws regarding
abortion. He wishes to bring this issue closer to
the people. This is the most sensitive topic con-
fronting our society today and George Bush
knows well that those he serves are the best to
decide. The citizens of the United States need a
President who shares their values and beliefs. I
am confident that George Bush is that man ..
The issue of abortion is one that inevi-
tably will strike an emotional chord in
everyone. Abortion arouses the concerns
for government's role in everything from
states' rights to religion. The answer rests,
however, on the fundamental moral val-
ues of the American people. George Bush
is the man who best exemplifies such
values.
George Bush opposes abortion. He has
said so many times. His position on this is-
sue stems from his belief that the life of a
child begins at the moment of conception.
However I the
complexity of
his belief grows
to a more mun-
dane theory.
Walker Percy,
an M.D. and
novelist of dis-
tinction, notes
that the life of an
organism begins
"when the chro-
stration.
In response to this, George Bush be-
lieves that every last one of these kids
could be adopted and placed in good
homes. This might be true for those chil-
dren who are young and for the so-called
"socially desirable" kids. Yet, the Vice
.President fails to address what would hap-
pen to those babies addicted to drugs due
to a chemically dependant mother, or the
children Bush would call "the little brown
ones"who might have difficulty finding
good homes.
A women Isright tohave an abortion isone
of the most important issues today, yet
George Bush and the Republican party wish
to take this option away. Some people feel
that the debate over abortion is a social,
religious or moral one, but the largest issue
here is the one of- the right of the mother to
decide what she does with her own body.
Michael Dukakis supports a women's
right to decide if she wishes to have an
abortion. He feels that neither the govern-
ment, the state,nor anyone elseshould inter-
fere with this right. While Michael Dukakis
is not in favor of using ,---------------,
abortions as an easy
solution to unwanted
pregnancy, he be-
lieves the worn'en·
should still be able to
make this decision.
On the other hand,
George Bush and the
Republican party have
been out of step with
the issues of Women's
Rights and needs.
They have and still oppose the passage of the
Equal Rights Amendll)ent which has been
called unnecessary by many conservatives.
Republicans have, in the past, opposed the
female right to have an abortion and cur-
rently seek to take that right away altogether.
George Bush claims that America is un-
necessarily killing millions of innocent chil-
dren each year, but Vice President Bush fails
to suggest what would happen to these chil-
dren. Many would be born into poor homes
which are already overcrowded. Others
would be born to teenagers who might have
to drop out of school in orderto raise a child.
Some would be abused-and ~eglecled by
parents who do not want to care for children.
George Bush feels he is saving the fetus, but
when an unwanled child is born it must face
poor child care and large cuts in educational
programs due to the Reagan/Bush admtm-
Bush believes
the only excep-
tions in which
abortion may be
warranted is in
cases of rape, in-
cest or when the
safety of the
mother is in jeop-
ardy. These are all
good reasons, but
they fall short of
L -'--'addressing a
women's own right 10 decide for herself.
In other cases George Bush has still re-
mained between the sheets of his conser-
vative religious bedfellows Rev. Jerry
Faldwell and Rev. Pat Robertson on this
issue. Bush has continued to ignore the
cries of those in need and has failed to act
swiftly in addressing many important
issues regarding women's rights, George
Bush wonders why the gender gap in the
polls is so large, but women can see a clear
choice. The difference is Michael
Dukakis and pro choice.
mosomes of the sperm fuse with the chro-
mosomes of the ovum to form a new DNA
complex that thenceforth directs the onto-
genesis of the organism" producing the
undeniable "contium that exists in the life
of every individual from the moment of
fertilization of a single cell."
Onecan find substantiation for George
Bush's beliefs through religious, moral,
and scientific means. When comprehen-
sive brain surgery can be performed on a
fetus, there is no doubt that it is a living
child. It is society's duty to protect those
who are completely helpless.
byR ...... J.Sha
Chainnaa of the COIt.ecUatl FetkntIcMt 01
Collet_ R ..... b11aas
Make your opinion count. Do notforget to cast your vote in the
elections on November 8th.
by o.v'" SINte Ewinl
Vke PreslcknlVou. Demoaats
..===================
I
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~ Student Leaders Push College Students to Get Out and Vote1 (CPS) - 550 student leaders zona student Presi- ber ~f votes in the
gathe'red in Washington, D.C., dent John Fees. 0 E ballot box. You
.~ during the weekend of September 'This is a water- ,. can be sure that
it 30 to tty to figure out how to do shed year," argued elected officials
j something no one's ever done be- Catherine Crane of understand both
8 fore: get coUege students to vote. the National Stu- the cause and the
J! They are not alone. Thechancel- dent Campaign for effect."
., lor of the City University of New Voter Registration But ever since
York (CUNY), the student pres i- which held the HEITE 1972, when 18
dent at the University of Idaho, weekend con fer- ~ year-oldsflrsr got
public interest research groups, the ence of student the right to vote
National Student Education Fund, leaders. 'This elec- and observers
the U.S. Student Association tion will define the predicted a huge
(USSA), the Grassroots Organiz- direction our coun- lillJ 'monolithic lib-
ing Weekends Project, both major try is going in." ~ ~ " eral Student vote
political parties, and scores of CUNY Chancel- 'J that would trans-
•• ':....'-'2 r- /}campus groups nationwide are lor Joseph S. _ ~. ~ form American
trying. Murphy appealed $__'""~( politics. colle-
On October 3, moreover, the to students' wal- __ .._ G\Ut-:'/ ~v.) gians generally
student leaders were scheduled to lets: ''There i~ a 'V . have failed to cast
start a month-long bus tour of direct relationship r ballots at all.
EasternandMidwesterncampuses between the \ J In 1984, less
to try to register students to vote. amount of student -/1""'--"" than half of the
"We need to get students excited aid dollars avail- country's 26 mil-
to vote," said University of An- able and the num- lion 18to24 year-
olds even registered to vote. Fewer
than 41 percent bothered to vote.
"[Students] tend to participate
less than people in their middle
years," reported Matthew R. Ker-
bel, Ph.D. and a political scientist at
Villanova University. "Students
are less settled and their minds are
on other things."
"And they feel their votes don't
make a critical difference," Kerbel
said. .
"Students are busy wilh other
things," concurred John
Carmichael, a University of Ala-
bama-Birmingham associate pro-
fessor of political science and pub-
lic affairs.
"If they areaway from home, the
logistics of registering may create
difficulty. If they are not married,
not homeowners, they don't feel a
vested interest in voting."
FEATURES
Moving science
forward at Pfizer.
The field of pharmaceuticals and healthcare is more rewarding
than ever as new products create a healthier world population.
As one of the leaders in this dynamic industry, Pfizer Inc., a
Fortune 100 company, is committed to continuing its remarkable
growth.
In bringing science to life, our international, research-based com-
pany uses advanced techniques to generate new products, new
areas of revenue and career opportunities that self-directed,
talented people will find stimulating and rewarding.
Located in a southeastern Connecticut shore community, Central
. _ ." Research Division, our primary R&D facility
'\ ~,. ,;;;.-- ~ "'~ gives easy access to the well known
~ _ "( ~. academic and cultural centers of the
.. -~ ~: ~ -, Northeast, and offers the attractions
" ~- . . of a New England
~-y? rr------. lifestyle.
Lb' -----
~-:>
~~£.-l';' ')
." ~,~
Currently, we - ~
are seeking highly
motivated BNBS and
MNMS research assistants ~
in Analytical Chemistry, Organic
Chemistry, all Biological Sciences
and Pharmacy. These positions require a strong theoretical back-
ground and relevant laboratory experience.
We offer competitive salaries and a full range of benefits includ-
ing health and dental care, paid holidays and vacations, educa-
tional assistance, savings and investment plan, pension plan,
relocation assistance and more.
To learn how you can be part of the future of Pfizer, stop by
your Career Placement Office for our on-campus recruiting dates.
Or send your resume to: Manager of
Employment, Pfizer Central Research,
Eastern P.oint Road, Groton, CT 06340.
An equal opportunity employer
Carmichael added.
Kerbel figures there's not much
chance of getting students inter-
ested in registering at least until
"the World Series is over and the
election is the only major sporting
event in the country."
Nonetheless, efforts on cam-
puses nationwide have had a posi-
tive effect. A registration drive at
the University of Illinois' main
Champaign-Urbana campus netted
1250 new student voters in one day
in September.
University ofOregon sophomore
Cassie Curtis decided to register
because she cared deeply about an
initiative on the state ballot and
because she wants "to prevent Bush
from becoming president."
"This is an important election for
students," said Angelis Vlahou, a
graduate student at Illinois' Sanga-
mon State University who regis-
tered for the first time because he
was upset by state education budget
cuts.
Moreover, a special program
made it "easy to register." Vlahoo
said, "You enter the door in the
cafeteria, and they were there. You
didn't have to spend the day to find
the [voter registration] office."
Even failures aren't deterring the
optimists trying to organize the
student vole.
When bad weather and a light
turnout netted only 50 new student
registrants at Indiana University in
mid-September, student Vice
President Andy Potts, taking aim at
his drive's goal of IO,()()() voters.
commented, "only 9,950 more to
go."
Student leaders at Idaho's public
campuses organized a statewide
registration drive, while faculty
See Vote Push p.5
Faculty
In choosing a graduate
school, the faculty )QU study
with should be your single
most importanl consideranon.
Here are just a frw senior
fne.mMrs of the Groduale •
Faculty anti courses rhey
leach.
Stanky Diamond
Anthropology: UStates"
Robert Hei1broner
Economics; "History of
Economic Thought"
.Agnes Heller
Philosophy: "The Political
Philosophy of Kant"
Eric Hobsbawm .
Political Science:
"Revolution in History"
Morris Eagle
Psychology: "Research
Methods in Clinical
Psychology"
Janet Abu-Lughod
Sociology: "The City
in History"
Ftu:uIty turd Hinory
Founded in 1933 as the Univer-
sity in Exile. the Graduate
Faculty has become what is
arguably the leading U.S.
center for historically and
theoretically infonned social
science studies.
Ftu:uIty turd 1&. ,
Roberto Gonzalez, of the
Office of Admissions, will be
at Connecticut College on
October 24 to answer your
questions about our faculty-.
and your future. For a free
Bulletin describing our M.A.
and Ph.D. programs, call or
return the coupon.
Graduate Faculty
of Political and Social Science
65 Fifth Ace., Greenwich Village.
NY, NY. 10003/(212) '741-5710
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My beloved Jeaders! Having reached the full age of seven weeks, ~
this column's wardrobe mUSllikewise adjust. In lighl of the doofold 12
purpose of this column, 10bring you great words and 10print your fa- ~
vorileS as well, the column's new garment will likewise bedoofold. a !
sort of vernacular gore-lex. 'The below entty form is 10encourage and
facililalequickandeasyconlribulions. Simplyrl1Jitou~culitou~ fold l
it in half, and drop it in the campus mail slOl in the Post Office. Feel '"
free 10submit words without this form, as long as they gel 10Oaunan,
Box 1787. Have fun.
FEATURES
THIS CARDMAYBE lEn UlnL IEEDED DR SDLD------
Oatman
Box 1787
Republicans Monopoly Game
Worries Parker Brothers
threatening "This has llOlhing1000 with politi-
letter from cal affiliation. We see this only as a
Par k e r copyright infringement,"
B r 0 Iher s , 'The card calls Dukakis, who in
apparently facl opposed the Massachusetts
told campus furlough plan the Bush campaign
c hap Ie r s has blasted as pro-criminal, "the
they could killer's best friend, and the decent,
give the honest citizen's worst enemy."
cards away McGovern said Parker Brothers
'-;-;=,.--,,;::-;=_---;;--:::-----:: ---l without fear will allow "due time" for the Col-
Monopoly "Chance" Card of being lege Republican National Commit-
(CPS) - Parker Brothers, Inc. sued, reported Arizona chapter tee to inform campus chapters to
wants the College Republicans to Chairman Paul Rossi, who started stop distributing the cards.
stopusingMonopoly-like"GetOut handing out the cards September "We have no reason to believe
of Jail Free" cards to take jabs at 16. the national committee will defy
democratic presidential candidate "I do understand that Parker our request," she added.
Michael Dukakis. Brothers' chairman is a Republi- If the College Republicans con-
Parker Bothers, which manufac- can, so I think that's why we're tinue to distribute the cards, the
turcsand markets Monopoly,senta allowed to use them," Rossi told company's legal counsel may take
"cease and desist" letter 10College the Arizona Daily Wildcat, the legal action, McGovern said, "but
Republican National Committee campus paper. it's difficult to say what we'll do."
(CRNe) last month, but at least one Par k e r ,..-------:...::..=:...::..:::..::..:=:....==---=.=-=.,
campus chapter-at the University B rot her s
of Arizona-has kept using the says that's
cards as a way 10 satirize a Massa- untrue. "I
chusetts jail furlough program. don't know
"As far aswe're concerned," said the political
Parker Brothers spokeswoman affiliation
Patricia McGovern, "they're in- of anybody
fringing upon our copyright. We do at Parker
not want them using the logo." Brothers,"
The,CNRC originally planned to countered
sell tlie cards, but in the wake ofthe McGovern.
ConunuedfrompA
members at Broome Community
College in Binghamton,New York,
handed out voter registration forms
to their students with the goal of
registering 40 percent of the student
body.
r-------------------,
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WORD(s) you wish to submit: 1
-------------1
-------------1
Usage example sentences.; 1
-------------'1
Your name and Year: 1
1
1
I
1
1
I
I
1
1L ~ ~
GET OUT
OF JAIL, FREE
Monopoly "Opportunity" Card
College Students Urged to Vote
USSA's '3D-campus bus tour
"will reach about one million
people," Harris hoped.
The Illinois Student Association
has tacked up posters reading,
"Lawmakers think students don't
vote. Surprise them. Register 10
THE WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CENTER
STUDY IN
OXFORD,ENGLAND
Academic Program
Several colleges of Oxford University nave in'YiledTbe Washington International Studies Center
(WISe) to recommend qualified srudents to ~rudy~orone year or for ~ or two terms. .Low~
Junior status is required. and graduate study ISavailable. S~nlS are direcuy enrolled II1U\CIf
colleges and receive transcripts from their Oxford co~lege; this LSNor a prognm condur;~ed by a
U S college in Oxford. Oxford colleges are accredIted by me U.S. Dept. of. EducabOn . to
accept students wilh Guarantud Student Loans. Multi-national srudenl. housll\g and SOCial.
activities are offered, and cultural lOUISare conducted by WIse. A Special summer ses,'5lOn\.S
directed by WISe.
INTERN IN
WASHINGTON, D.C.
pre-professional Program . . .
. C ofJ swnmer· rernships With Congress. With the
. Th~ Washinglo~ Intemati~nal S~: th.i:'I~ COovemme:a and Joumalismcounes arc taught
While ~ouse. WIth the media anffid~_ who arc a!~ scholars and by experienced journalists. All
by seroor-level govemmenl 0 ClaLS. • . • ..
college students wirn a 3.0 GPA or above arc ehglble.
WRSC
For further infonnation. please write or call:
The wu)dagtDD International Studies center
214 Mll$5llC.b\15ett5 Ave., N.E. 5uite 230
washington. D.C. 20002 1202) 547-3275
W/AA
ELOIGN - v. To take oneself away, to seclude oneself.
"From the path behind Cro 1wish 10 eloign,
For breathing the air is like a kick in the groin." - Man Young, '91
DONNYBROOK- n, A brawl or uproar, free for all.
"Sticks down and gloves off, the veritable donnybrook lef] the ice a
po,gnanl cr\I)\SOn." - SCOllCohen '89
vote: on campuses around that
state."
SULLY- v. Tomar the cleanness or lusrerof. To defile, taint.
"Caughl by the Trident gum surveyor with his pants down, MFP
Flouride smeared on nurse Tikkel, and laughing gas a'flowing, Dr.
Incisor's reputation was sullied irrevocably." - Oatman
But history is hard to beat, and
"there is a general malaise in the
population," asserted Alabama's
Carmichael, "People may be satis-
fied with the way things are."
UXORIOUS - adj. Excessively submissive or devoted 10 one's wife.
"As Farnsworth allowed his wife to watch 'Culinary fancies of the
week: Nuances in Preparing Welsh Rarebit' over the monday night
game, be transcended all realms of obsequious and shot right into the
Uxorious Hall of Fame." - Oaunan· .
NYC URBAN FELLOWS PROGRAM
INVITES YOU
to attend a presentation on Fellowship and Summer Intern-
ship opportunities in NYC Government. Sophomores, Jun-
iors, Seniors, and Graduate students are eligible.
Thursday October 27
1 - 4 pm in the Haines Room
For further information contact the Placement Office or
call 212-566-0430.
OCEAN PIZZA
PALACE
• GREEK SALADS
• MOUSAKA
• SEAFOOD
• SPAGHETTI
• PIZZA
• HOT OVEN GRINDERS
ServitW thegrNIf!r /Vf!W london _ since 1962
w~8in '1 frre 'wiIb ft'WY onkr ilf "
We now ..... your '-iIe wine .. beer
_.-Tluro.. Sun. .0:30 A.M.
Fri.. 5& '0:30 A.M.-2:3G ......
1443-0870 I20% OFFWITH fgLLEGE
�.===========~=======
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!~ NEWS
Boston University Changes Alcohol Policy:
New Policy Bans the Delivery of Alcohol
nance prohibits the deliveries of
kegs and large amounts of liquor
"not intended for the personal use
of the person ordering the bever-
ages" to dormitories. City officials
cite community complaints as justi-
fication for the ordinance.
Andrea W. Garguilo, chair-
man of. the Boston Licensing
Board, said during the Donahue
telecast that the ordinance was to
keep students from "urinating on
doorsteps." However, upset stu-
dents and community members
have pointed out that consequently
students will move their parties' en
masse' to area apartments.
Boston University's new alco-
hol policies have drawn severe
criticism not only from current stu-
dents, but from the national media,
parents of Boston University stu-
dents, and the University alumni as
well. The media has pointed outthe
University's autocratic nature.The
mother of a student stated "it is our
job as parents to teach our kids 10
make responsible choices."
A 1984 graduate of Boston
University wrote "I feel these poli-
cies and the way in which they were
implemented [are] an embarrass-
ment to thc integrity of B.U ... .I
cannot encourage high school stu-
dents to attend a university that
docs not value individual free-
dom."
Although the alcohol policies
only affect those students over the
legal drinking age (about 20 per-
cent of Boston University's 8,000
on-campus students), this adminis-
trative action has drawn severe
criticism from students. As rent-
payingmembersoftheCommunity,
they feel the new policies are an
adrninistrative attempt to impose
their morality on the student body.
In a recent telecast from Bos-
ton University of the television talk
show Donahue, a student said, "I
was admitted to this university for
my academic record, and responsi-
bility and maturity I assume were
criteria also."
Additionally, students believe
this is a violation of their civil
rights. In an editorial to Boston
University's student newspaper,
The Daily Free Press, Mark Silver,
'90, summed up student attitude
towards the rules by saying, "this is
an issue of citizenship, and it is or
the utmost importance that the uni-
versity realize that we are citizens,
with full rights of other citizens,
and the fact that we attend an insti-
tution of higher learning should not
remove any of our rights."
In conjunction with Boston
University's new alcohol policies,
the Boston Licensing Board im-
posed 'a new ordinance on all cuy
.collcges and universities. The ordi-
by JacqueilM Soteropoutos
Thee ..... Vol",
When Boston University offi-
cials announced controversial new
policies banning overnight guests,
they also announced ruIesconcem-
ing student possession of alcohol.
In conjunction with the administra-
live policy, the Boston Licensing
Board passed a new ordinance
banning the delivery of kegs, cases,
or large amounts of alcohol to stu-
dents in university dormitories, fra-
ternities and sororities.
The new Boston University
policies, implemented immedi-
ately, allow students 21 years of age
or older to bring into and store in
their dorm rooms no more than 72
ounces of beer (one six-pack) and
one liter of other alcoholic bever-
ages. In addition, guests regardless
of age are prohibited from bringing
alcohol into dormitories.
Ronald L.Carter, Boston Uni-
versity Dean of Students, explain-
ing the rationale of the new alcohol
policies. said, "the University
grants a privilege to students age 21
or over to possess certain amounts
of alcohol in their rooms. It should
be noted that there is a distinction
between the right to purchase alco-
hol and the privilege to possess or
consume alcohol on private prop-
erty."
President John Silber or Boston University speaking to students
"It should be noted thot there is a disctinction between
the right to purchose alcohol and the priviledge to
possess or consume alcohol on private property."
'Gloved Hand' Incident Still
Under Investigation
tory, agreed that the incident was
"scarier for everybody because
there were so few people on the
campus."
Bruce Ayers noted that there is
"no evidence to know whether it
was or wasn't a prank:'
Although the victim agreed
that "it could have been a prank,"
she said, "if it was a prank, then I
don't know what some people think
is funny."
CCHIluuudfrom p.l
that while working at Trinity Uni-
versity where the system has been
in place for several years thaI "I
have seen people get caught [as a
result of the alert system J."
Dean Tolliver also said that
because most people were away
during fall break, that this security
alert was "particularly frighten-
ing:'
Jamie Lenfestey, '89,
housefellow of Lambdin Dormi- 146 Votes
127 VotesTreasurer: teddy Qree1t$fHJfte
Judkiar.y Board Representatives:
Bryce Breen
Drew Todd
Student Aetivities Committee:
Derek Miodwnik
WestonS""
I Budget Goes to Students for Approval
C()nJjfUUdfrom p.l
lions was bettercategorizedas "fer-
vent emotion, theatrics, and per-
sonal biases against The Voice."
Field, noted that Voice Magazine
had "proven" itself, and observed
that it was "hardly our fault that
other groups cannot raise their own
money. Our group must not pay for
the benefit of others."
The next step facing the 1988-
89 budget proposal is the dorm vote
on October 26.
Taylor expressed hope that
"students will take this very seri-
ously.lfanyonehasquestions, they
are welcome to come to a Finance
Committee question-and-answer
session." That session will be held
the week of the October 26, before
the donn vote.
118 Votes
130 Votes
150Votes
On campus .travel
representative or
organization
needed to promote
SPRING BREAK
trip to Florida.
Coming Next Week:
An update on current actions of
B.U.' s student action group, and a
look at how B:U. 's actions affect
students at Connecticut College.
"To be effective, legal education
must be a shareaenterprise."
Ronald Blanchette
Assistant Dean and Director of Admissions
B.A .• C«l.... Connec1iQlt Stale Univeniry
M.P.A., UrVversiry of tw1ford
J.D., Temple Uni...ersity 1964
Dean Blanchette joined the administration of
Western New Engtand College SChool of Law
... May, 1986. aherhamg heIcI ... administra-
liw positic:in in the Oftice of ft. Chief Coun
i===--E''''1 AdminiW2tOr of the ConnecOcut Judicial
~~~ .oe~ Blanc::heae~s hekf a numberol judd • .ann-
IRTallve posItIOnS Inducting USISIant: to 1tlechief coon adminisntor
tor Ihe Philadelphia Court 01 Common Pleas and Jaw derk to ltle
chief court aaninistrator of the Pennsylvania Supreme CoIMt.
Meet with Dean Blanchette
to learn more about our Law School, where faculty
and students work together toward a common goal.
Graduate School Fair, Monday, October 24,1988
1:30 - 4:00 p.m., Conn Cave, Crozier-Williams
We invite 3p9lic:a1ions from at personI regan:lfts of race, gender, or handicap.
C[][] Scb••• eI" L_.estern Dew Eag1an4College
1215 WitlrahM1 Ro.cl Springfield, MA01119 4'3-782-1406
lArgest
Gourmet Deli'
in S.E. Conn.
.Silver Palate
Crabtree & Evelyn
• Cheese • Coffees • Preserves
• Chocolates. Ice Cream .
Serving Lunches Daily
11I.....wm .Deliver
Nllrl 1 cr Now' e:-__ . tW.ra.a..' . ..--"II Ice Crum .rtrn
Earn money.free
trips, and valuable
work experience.
Call Inter-Campus
Programs at
1-800-433-7747
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CUT HERE.r---------------,
lour new 10~!!~~~ Z~~s~n~: ~~n~~noostops I
I from Bradley International Airport to Tampa, Orlando and Ft. Lauderdale ooly. Please present Ithis coupon when you purchase your ticket (ooe coupon per ticket, originals only, no copiesallowed). Tickets available for purchase ooly at Continental ticketing locations, Students must
I present valid college ID when purchasing ticket. This fare is nonrefundable and is valid ooly for Ifull-time college students age 25 or younger. Travel must originate at Bradley InternatiooalAirport and be completed by December 14,1988. Holiday blackouts apply (November 18,19,
I 22,23,26-28). Round trip purchase required. Seats are limited and fare may not be available Ion every flight. This offer is not valid in conjunction with any other Continental fare promotion.
I
and no OnePass'" miles may be earned with this special fare.
Continental Agent ncketlnc Instructions. I
I
1. The original promotional certificate (no copies) must be presented. 5. Use TICket Remar1<.s to enter the folleJlNing information:
Ve~fy travel for compliance with all conditions of the certltkate. HYalid CO OntylNon-Ref.
H I
Verify student ID and customer age 25 or under. 4. Issue a ticket using Even Exchange (EE)en~=the exchange
. 1. Retrieve the custcrrer's PNR and create a Stored Ticket Shell. document number (HARTFORD-00548 X· 3) and the
Complete the ticket as follows: actual form of payment used.
I A. FARE BASISmCKET DESICNATOR: Enter HGH75". S. Draw a diagonal line across the face of the certfcate and mark IB. NOTVAUD AFTER: Enter H14DEC". "Exchanged." Enter the form and serial number of the ticket issuedC. FARE CALCULATION I,.ADDER: "BDL CO lappl~ble andattach to the Audito"s coupon.Florida c~ CO BDL 01.85 89.82 191.67' 5. Student 10 must be verified at time of airport check-in.
L D. FAREIl: ~: Enter "91.67n.331'99.00". 3-005-4B5-{)99999!;-4 J---------------
HERE.
And take your cut of up to $200 savlnes on our new low student fares.
First grab a pair of scissors. Then pack your swimsuit and suntan oil. Because students can now cut up
. in Tampa. Orlando, or Ft. Lauderdale. for only $99 round tripfrom Bradley International Airport. .
Just cut out Continental's low student fare coupon, above, and bnng It With you when you purchase your tickets.
. No advance purchase or Saturday night stay r~quired and travel must be completed by December 14. 1988.
Just follow the instructions on the coupon. And you IIdiscover that sunny FI~mdaI.Sa mere Snip, pack and splash away.
For reservations, call Continental InHartford at 203-549-3673; In Springfield at 413-734-4003.
~
~sd
~..:
CONTINENTAL
Working to be your choice.
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~~~;=;~~~=.====~~~~~~~~~~~~iJ-Board log: N. Jansen Calamita, Chairman c . 'budgetproposal was the focus of discussion at the Septem-o 1beFinance ommlllee s .
bee 13 1988Swdent Government Association (SGA) Assembly meeting. .
, . h er the proposal w.as passed by a vote of 21 to 3, allowing theAI !hemeeung, owev ,
bud""; 10go 10 !he swdent body for the dormitory vote.. ."Blair Taylor, Vice President of SGA and Chair of the FmanlcefComm
d
utee, was
" .•_.... the proposal's victory. "I think this budget IS extreme y air an extremely
eXCI"", over . " .d T Ible under the restrictions, which are budget constramts, sa, ay or.
reasort3TI ed "at $750 had been taken from The College Voice Publishingayor announc UI .' • •
Group'sooginal recommendation. This $750 would Instead be dlvidedBLATS magazme,
which received $550, and The Gallery, which received $200. .
Taylor said that, based on last week's "general concern to give mohrem
h
0hneYbetohe
smaller publications." money could come from The Voice M?gazlne, W rc as en In
existence for only two years. Taylor noted the previous week s proposal to cut The Voice
Magazine altogether was "completely unfair." .. .
Brian Field, publisher of the College Voice Publishing Group, Inc., noted VOIce
Magazine's past goals and achievements, and expressed his concern that Voice Magazine
"must not pay for the benefit of others." .
Theproposal will next go LOthe dorms for a vote on October 26, and ultimately make
its way back to the SGA Assembly lloor for the SGA vote.. . .
In other SGA Assembly business, according to SGA President Sam Bonum, the Office
of Volunteers forCommunily Service (OVCS) will receive $3000 per year from the Ralph
DuPont Fund. This news came to SGA via Jay Levin, former mayor of New London and
a current trustee of Connecticut College.
House Senator of Knowlton, Amy-Simone Erard, discussed the Jamaican Fund. The
drive to get together a CARE package follows the destructive hurricane that tore through
Jamiaca.
Although ihe CARE package was sent ouLOctober 14, Erard hopcs that this form of
relief will not be a one-time event. "There has been millions of dollars wonh in damage.
Just as Reverend Laurence LaPointe sponsors a girl in South America, so too should we
regularly donate to Jamaica," insists Erard.
Erard hopes to get a loan from the SGA budget to augment what the Connecticut
College is already sending, and later repay the loan hy collections taken for the Jamaican
fund. SGA coordinated the initial collection of funds.
jM.,. 1988 cused or subminin£ the same two pa-
~Cue ill pen to psofesso rs in different classes.
~ C1Iarge: Social _ or the hono< The paper was also previously subnUt-
code in the form of an illegal keg and ted for credit in one class. There was!undence drinkint. also a question of a paper being re-
:: Description: Three individuals were worked for graduate schools and sub-
.!charged widt having lapped an illegal mined for credit.
8 teginlheirroom. They had no plans for Oeclsk»n: Guilty of pia gar ism 6-0; not
~ going through the proper channels of guilty of deceptive behavior 6-0
sign-out procedure. Recommendallon: The individual
Decision: Guilty 7.{) was failed on the paper and was issued
Recommendation: The individuals a teller of censure.
wereplacedonsociaJ probation for one Reason: The Board fell that the indi-
semester and given a strong letter of vidual could not receive credit for work
censure. previously submitted. The Board be-
Reason: The students acted irresponsi- licvcd that it was not an Honor Code
hly and with disregard for the Honor violation to submit a reworked version
Code and established guidelines. The of a graduate school submission for
Board felt a strong message needed to another class.
be conveyed. Case VII
Case IV Charge: Academic breach of the
Charge: Academic breach of the honor Honor Code in the forrn of plagarism.
code in the form of plagarism. Description: Thc student was accused
Description: A student submitted a of plagarizing no less than fifteen pages
paper which had large sections copied in a research paper.
form an unfoomoted source. Decision: Guihy without inlent 6-0
Declslon: Guilty 7~0 Recommendation: The individual
Recommendation: The student was was given a grade of 'd· on the paper
placed on academic probation for one and was require to visit the writing
year. was required to visit a writing cenler to beHer understand pJagarism.
tutor, failed the paper in a numerical Reason: Although plagarism was
zero, and was not able to receive a grade deemed unitentional the Board be-
higher than a '0' in the course. lieved that the action required strong
Reason: The Board strongly beheves consequences. Description: A student was caught at-
that violationsofacadcmic integrity arc Case Vl(( temtping to remove a periodical.
among the most serious that can be Charge: Social breach of the honor Decision: Guilty
commiued in an educational institu- code in the form of attempted unaulhor- Recommendation: The individual
tion. Strong measures were necessary. ired removal of library material. was assessed a $20 fine.
Case V Descrlplion:Anindividualwaseaught Reason: The Board beleived that a
Charge: Social breach of lhe Honor attempting 10 remove three non-eireu~ monetary penalty would serve as ade~
Code in the fonn of stealing. laring govemmenr documents. rerenr for a reoccurence of the incident.
Description: During teubook Dedslon: Guilty Case X
buyback an individual was accused of Recommendation: The individual Charge: Social breach of the Honor
stealing a book to sell back. was given a S40 fme for the incidenL Code in the fonn of attempted remQval
Decision: Not guilty 6-0 Reason: The Board felt that a financial of unauthorized library material.
Reason: "Lackof sufficient evidence. assessment would prove an effective Description: An individ~al was
Case VI delerent to a repeat of this incident. caught trying to remove non-circulat-
Charge: Academic breach of me Case IX ing periodicals from the library.
Honor Code in the fonn of ptagarism Charge: Social breach of the Honor Decision: Guilty
and deceptive academic behavior. Code in the fonn of attepted rcritoval of Recommendation: The individual
fD:::e::sc~rl:p:t1:0:n:::A:n=in d:i v:id:u:al=w=as=.:c:-==u=na=u=lh=o=n=·l=ocd=l~ibr~ary~~m~a~ICn~·a~I~.;;;;;;;'llwas made 10 pay a $20 fme.Reason:The Board believed that a fine
would be proper and effective in lhis
case.
September - October 1988
Case 1
Charge: Social breach of the Honor
Code in the form of misuse ofl.D. and
failure to comply wilh col1ege regula-
tions.
Description: An individual attempted
to gain entrance to a dining hall with an
invalid 1.0.When theI.D. did not work
Put your degree
to work
Waitress wanted
at the
253 Broad Street
New London
443-4412
<
.~
00-
=••
where it can do
a world of good
...
Bayou
on the first try. the student asked that It
be J1.In through again _slowiy. The
ch~ckcr did not comply. The student
~nlercd the dining hall anyway.
Decision: Not guilty on both counts 6-
I
Reason: The indi~idual's 1.0.. was
valid and the Board sympathized wi~h
the srudent's position. Lack of coop-
eration on the part of the staff gave the
student little recourse.
Cason
Charge:. Academic breach of .the
honor code in the fonn ofplagarism.
Description: A student submitted a
paper which had been clearly plagar·
izcd. The student claimed that mitigat-
ing personal circumstances explained
the plagarism was uniLcntional.
Decision: Guilty
Recommendation: The srudent re-
ceived an 'F' on the paper and was re~
quircd to visit rhe Writing Center for
help with foomoting and note taking.
Rea.~on: The Board took the student"
personal connict into consideration
and while it did not exhoneraLe lhe
action itdid make a lenient recommen-
dation.
Cas< In
Charge: Social breaeh of the Honor
Code in the Conn of l.vandalism,
2.endangennenl to the community,
3.nuisance to the community, 4.failure
to comply with college regulations, and
5.underage drinking.
Description: Three individuals were
charged with breaking windows in the
~ibrary and em as well as spray paint~
mg on campus and smashing a light
orb.
Decision: Two individuals: guilty of
1.2,3,4. 7~O;One mdividual: gUilty of
1.2.3.4.5.7-0
Recommendation: The Board
reecommended expulsion and financial
restitutions for one individual. A sec-
ond individual was recommended a
year of suspension with pos~ible return
upon review and residential suspension
[oronescmesteruponretum, and fman-
cial restitutions. The third individual
was recommended a semester suspen-
sion with return possible upon review
and financial restitutions.
Reason: The rampage that these indi-
viduals went on was unprecedented.
The outrageouness of their acrions left
the Board with vcry little reason for
them to remain on campus. For one
individual this was the third time before
the Board. The individual was recalci-
trant, showed no respect for the college.
the Honor Code. or the community, and
it was believed that pcnnanent separa-
tion was necessary and proper. For
another individual this was the second
time before the Board. The individual
was not forlhright with the Board and
believed the incident to be a minor one.
The Board believed the individual
should take time away from the com-
munily to understand the ramificalions
of these horrific acts. The third individ-
ual, while participating in the spree. had
never appeared before the Board. The
Board bcleivcd a semester suspension
wouls serve as a severe notice of the
seriousness of the action while allow-
ing the student to rerum in time for the
second s~ester. The Board took a long
time in reaching its decision; it was not
easy. The Board believes strongly in
these r~mmendations and srands be·
Travel Sales
Sell Spring Break
Package Tours to
Carribean.
Free travel and money.
Great sales experience
and flexibel hours.
Call 1-800-426-7710
CAJUN CREOLE
BAYOU
253 Broad Street New London, CT 443-4412
~E~TURING Down Home Cajun & Creole
Cookm ...Seafood File Gumbo, Red Beans & Rice wi
Sausage, Daily Sprcials & More __
Your first job after graduation should
offer more than just a paycheck.
H you're graduating this year, look
into a unique opportunity to put
your degree to work where it can do
a world of good. Look into the
Peace Corps.
See the New Peace Corps Film
Wednesday, October 26, 1988
6:30 p_m.
Office of Career Services
Interviews held Wednesday, November 9, 1988
(203) 447-7625
NEW LONDON FOCUS
The Stormy Past and
Rocky Future of
Ocean Beach
by Stasi Alexander
The College Voice
Who would have thought that a
mere sand dune could evolve into a
sought-after vacation spot and,
years later, a summer recreation
area plagued by money problems?
This "mere sand dune" is none
other than New London's own
Ocean Beach, a shore with a rich
and varied history and, hopefully,
an equally illustrious future.
Local historian Alma Wiesgrew
up and lived on Ocean Beach all 78
years of her life. Her tales of the
Ocean Beach of the past are filled
with historical facts and nostalgic
memories.
Ocean Beach was first publi-
cized in 1887 by a local business-
man, Joseph Burr. He owned a
horse-drawn bus line whose route
passed by the scenic shore, so he
decided to advertise the beach in
direct relation to his bus rides.
Pretty soon houses started ap-
pearing along the beach fron r,
owned by the wealthy who wanted
summer getaways. By 1912,
Ocean Beach was dubbed the
"Little Newport" of Connecticut in
comparison to Rhode Island's
Newport. Nodoubt about it. Ocean
Beach had become a successful
summer resort.
Alma Wies related, "Eventu-
ally, it wasn't just folks in New
London. People got wise in Hart-
ford, Springfield, and other.~
places. Fannilies canne down to the :i:•shore for vacations." g
Ocean Beach was also a place of d
romance. Wies can recount many ~
love affairs, including the ro- 1;•manee of her then unmarried 11•
mother and father. ~
"You don't know how many 011
people' talk to of my generation ';N"'e;;;w;;'Lo,-;;;n;;;d;;;o:'o';::sco;;;c;:;ea;;;n:-iB>.e;;;a;:;ch=----.==---~~=-----=-~~-------------!
who met their spouses on Ocean beach, for the hurricane totally
Beach," Wies proudly disclosed. destroyed everything on the beach.
"That's where I met my husband," ''The hurricane was a godsend,"
she added. declaned Wies. "Like I said before,
But the magic and class of old the beach just becanne too honky-
Ocean Beach was not to last. tonk.'
Gradually, stores started to appear After the Great Hurricane of
on the residential shore and the '938, Ocean Beach reopened in
quiet, rclaxing atmosphere for 1940, but as a city beach. There
which Ocean Beach had become were no residences or private busi-
famous was slowly disappearing. . nesses. Itwas just a day beach, and
In its place, a "very commer- remains as such LOthis day.
cial" beach appeared, said Wies. Contemporary features and at-
"It became honky-tonk and too tractions of the beach are public
noisy for the residents. Slowly, bathhouses, an Olympic size
they started to leave." swimming pool, kiddie pool,
However, the Great Hurrieane boardwalk/amusement park. and a
of 1938 stopped the expanding restaurant. But the bathhouses are
commercialism invading the condemned buildings, the pools
Committee whose task is LO recom-
mend what exactly needs to be
done LOthe beach, in terms of re-
placing, repairing, or constructing.
At that point, the Board can choose
to accept some of the suggestions
made."
"Attendance was down this
summer, due in part LOa pollution
scare from Long Island and the
closing of the pool in the middle of
the summer," said McCarthy, "So
as far as what's going on now, there
is nothing:'
"We are wailing for information
now [from the Comrnitteel and
we'll see in what direction the
people want to go," Mc~arthy
said.
are rotting, and the parking lot is a
sea of potholes. These desperatel y
needed repairs are only some of
many on a list which has a total tab
of approximately seven million
dollars.
The city of New London faces a
dilemma. It needs help from the
Slate of Connecticut, but as Wies
noted, "If we take too much money
from the state, they'll be telling us
what to do .. .I think they're [the
Ocean Beach Park Board] crazy if
they give it to the state. New Lon-
don shouldn't give it [the beach]
up,"
Sheila McCanhy, chairman of
the Ocean Beach Park Board, said,
"We have put together an Ad Hock
New London Man Hit and Killed Bv Amtrak Train
by Craig Timbcrg and Jacqueline
Soteropoetos
The College Voice
A 29 year- old New London
man was struck and killed by a
northbound Amtrak train at 9:49
last Thursday night.
The victim, identified by police
as Richard Allen of 50 Evergreen
Avenue in New London, and an-
other man, who was not injured,
were apparently crossing the
tracks at the Pequot Avenue over-
pass when the accident occurred.
According to Lt. Detective Wil-
liam Gavin, the engineer saw "a
head pop up between the ties and
the bridge divider. He tried to stop
the train and couldn't. .. and there
wascontacton the front ofthe train
and on the side."
Lt. Gavitt reported that the body
had been "mutilated and mangled
extensively." The body was re-
moved from the tracks shortly af-
ter midnight.
The other man, whose name has
not been released, called the New
London Police Department from
"The Grandstand," a baron Pequot
Avenue, approximately a quarter
mile from the scene of the accident.
He was later taken. to the police
station for questioning and re-
Although autopsy reports are not
yet available, Detective Terry
Brown reported, "his buddy had
been drinking ... his condition was
could slip down and break yourleg.
.. or get caught in there."
However, Lt. Gavitt also staled
that "had he been in decent physi-
Oncoming Amtrak train
leased.
The circumstances surrounding
the death are still under investiga-
tion.
questionable ... Most likely, both of
them had been drinking."
U. Gavitt called the overpass "a
treacherous place," and said "you
cal shape and aware of his sur-
roundings, he possibly could have
jumped over the divider .. .and got-
ten on the other track."
Detective Brown agreed that
"they unfortunately got caught in
an area where, in their condition,
they couldn't get out of the way."
The train, number 178, was
travelling from Washington D.C
10 Boston and had slowed in order
to make a 9:42 stop in New lon-
don at the time of the accident.
According to Richard Powers, a
New Londoner who was trav-
elling on the train, "the train just
Slopped very abruptly." Powers
also recalled the engineer saying
'" think' hit someone .. .I may
have hit somebody."
The engineer was questioned
by police following the interview,
but Lt. Gavitl described the inter-
view as "unremarkable" and
stated "the engineer was driving
his train ...at normal speeds under
the conditions." He also noted
that the engineer had agreed to
submit LO testing for substance
abuse. There are no charges pend-
ing against the engineer.
The train was SLOpped for ap-
proximately two and a half hours
after the incident before continu-
ing LOBoston,
"CAMPUS REPS NEEDED"
10" OFFwith
College I.D.
STYLES
* *UNulllTED
Earn big commissions and fre« trips l)y selling
Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, Mexico and Ski trips
to Bennoot & Colorado,
For more information call toll free 1-800-231-0113
or in CT 203-967-3330Less than a mile £r~d)NN. Juat take a Ji8htout the backentrllJ\C2and follow
Old Norwich Rd. In tile same buJIdinIl .. Quaker Hill fInDs
,
lO/llto 1/8·Degas Retrospec·
tivo
9/15 to 118Umberto
through 11/6 Cezanne
11/19 «) 2/5Georgia 0'
Crozier.Williams East Siudio
10/26 Ara Fitzgerald!Danee9
Spiral GllllerY,)A Dow
10/28 The Works of Dave
NorlilJg
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ARTS and LEISURE
Movie Review:
Gorillas in the Mist is Saved
by Sigourney Weaver's Acting
Gallery 11
Gallery Review:
by Rebecca Clifford
The College Voicer
Gorillas in the Mist directed by Michael Apted, is a biographical film on the late Dian Fossey who worked
with the mountain gorillas of Rwanda, bauling for their survival against poachers. Sigourney Weaver stars as
Fossey, a woman so obsessed with her creatures that she ends up cutting herself off from the human world and
risking the lives of others as well as herself.
Her admiration and dedication to the animals in the beginning is admirable yet, as the film progresses, becomes
a little terrifying. Throughout the years that Fossey is working in the mountains she becomes more attached to
her gorillas, and more isolated from the rest of the world. Eventually she is driven to near m~dness, threaten.mg
the lives of tourists and natives, and she demands to have the mountain shut off from outsiders, The gorillas
• become a partofher and she is a part of them, and no one can stop her from doing what she wants to protect them.
The film isa U1dtoo long, and it takes a while to become involved i? it. The beginning is slow-each ~cene seems
to move at an awkward pace and the dialogue is stilted. By the second hour, however, the pace plcks up and
Fossey's character becomes increasingly absorbing.
There are moments in the film that lie on the brink of being corny, however, and they do sometimes go a little
overboard. When Dian and her photographer, Bob Cambell, played with great warmth by Bryan Brown,
romantically seduce each other in her hut, the genuine love that they have for each other is apparent. Yet the scene
is filled with soap opera-like dialogue, which almost made me groan out loud. There are few scenes that escape
such goo. The most engaging and entrancing are the ones where Dian is mimicking and making her initial contact
with the gorillas. The combination of Apted's sensitive direction and Weaver's acting makes you feel as though
you are taken into a special world.
The potential strength of this film is undermined by Maurice Jarre's music, which is perfeetly awful. It is a
highly- synthesized variety of muzak, eomplete with cute little pipes every now and then. This stuff creeps into
almost every scene, adding a mawkish tone to the film.
Itis Sigourney Weaver'sbrilliant portrayal if Dian that gives the film real substance. She is shown as an isolated
woman against the backdrop of an entirely foreign nation. Her mass of hair, her height, and overall stunning yet
unglamorous appearance make her stand out among everyone else in the film. She is an entirely self-absorbed
and obsessive woman who will not let anyone else rule her life.
Weaver slides into her role with such ease that she becomes Fossey, She deftly shows, from the start, the
obsessiveness this woman had with these animals. Her first sighting of them between the bamboo stalks is full
of a subtle and yet deep fascination that is wonderful to watch. Her slow descent into madness, and her mimicking
of the gorillas, is done with near perfection. There is also something intimidating about Weaver, with her
dominating physical presence and passion-fined eyes, that gives the film, and her performance. a real edge.
Gorillas in the Mist is an okay film that simply fails to reach its potential. Thecominess and lousy music lake
away any emotional power the film could have had over its audience. The real powercomcs from Weaver herself.
who has finally found the right role.
Gallery 11 Opens with
First Show of the Year
by Erk Barnes
The College Voke
Gallery 11 is a converted ping-
pong room and, by no fault of the
organizers of the gallery, the room
still partly clings to its old identity.
/>o.nd so./>o. hasn'\\\eljlCdou\, glvlng
the gallery a very small amount of
money for the year. However,
Track lighting has been donated,
and the gallery hopes to hold an
auction soon to raise money.
But it is the art, the work that
matters, and it is the work that
catches the attention. Photography,
watercolor, oil paintings. a sculp-
ture covering most of one wall.
Gray, twisted cubes made of
wood and chicken wire are spread
up and across one wall. The pieces
are separate. mounted to the wall
and reaching out to the center of the
room.
There is the oil painting by Astrid
Froidure that, too, reaches out. The
painting is forceful, almost shock-
ing with its red and yellow and
inner depth.
Cary, by Shelley Stoehr, hangs in
the corner, a eontrast to these other
two. It is, in a sense. sim Ie. A n
and ink drawing of a girl reading.
Yet there is a kind of life to it, a
reality in the crumpled, nearly hid-
den teddy bear and the slight smile
of the girl.
There is an even greater simplic-
ity in JesseCasma's Sumie. A kind
of de-pth is evoked. Within a verj
small area it flows. gray and white
and black.
Larry Miller contrasts a very
calm and still frosted window with
the frenzy and motion of small fish
grasping for air. The black and
white photographs are, especially
with the fish, striking, clear in their
images.
Four black and white photo-
graphs by Kurt Perschke comprise
My Birthday. They mark the recent
Trident sub protest and evoke im-
ages of the civil rights protests of
the sixties. Nervous. hostile police.
protestors. signs, police lines. A
man is frisked against a bus, pro-
testors hold hands in unity before
policemen.
Gallery 11 hopes to have another
opening next month, with more
works by more artists, and regular
viewing hours will begin in the next
few weeks.
. Fine scissor and clipper haricuts.
Royal Barber Shop
$7.00
227 Broad Street
New London
443-1474
27 WEST MAIN STREET MYSTIC, CONNECflCUT
06355
Calendar of Events
10121Wavy Gravy&' the
Vicious Hippies
11/1 Burning Spear
I 113Physical Graffiti
M_m of MOdern Art, New
York
9/8 to WI The Drawings (If
Philip G\I$ton
9115 to 11113 Nicbolas Nixon;,
Pic:tures of:People
1 1/1S AIIseIm Kiefer
EI 'N' Gee Club, 86 Qolden SI.
10/16 Antic Hay, Smo!dn'
Dave
10/17 The DoG Cllsb Group
10/28 HE-I, Kinio 5abe,
Winstoo's Diary
10/19 TheReducas, Two
Saints
10131 Physical Gnlffili
ProriIJI rt ~Ctld«r
1115 P.at JlclnII*:--
LIVE AND
LEARN IN
PARISPARIS
An Exclusively French Educational
Service for Univer~ity StUdy
•n..... ,MM1 "i,,""a'lv Mapt •• 'r _
• T.t.' _ nlen •o..w ".rt
• Cult..ra' actl"iti••
A.~dtmi. ~.. r' Stpt.mbtr 15to Jun. 15
[",ollm.nt dt~dhnu: f~ll S.mut.r - Aprtl 15
Spri/l9 S..... sl.r - Oelober 30
for Informahon, \oint. or-call' YIA PARIS
6 GreenfIeld Avenue, BronXVIlle, NY 10708
Ie,) (914) 779 3373
Palmer
Auditorium's
Concert and
Artist Series
presents
A Beethoven
Extravaganza
Saturday
October 29
8 p.m.
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COMICS
BLOOM COUNTY.---------,
'HE FAIt SIDE By GARY LARSON
I
!
I
I
i
Dee< vandals
i
!
I
I
i
"Bob and Ruth! Came on in ....Have you
met Russelland Bill, our 1.5 children?"
'HE FA. SIDE By GARY LARSON
:=================
:COMICS~==:::.:~~~=~~==================iBLOOM COUNTY r:~§§~by~BerkeBreathed
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CRUISE smrs
NowHiring Men and Women. Summer & Ca-
reer Opportunities (Will Train). Excellent Pay
Plus World Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas. Carib-
bean. Etc.
CALL NOW! 206-736-7000
ext. 220C
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
Immediate Opening for Men and Women.
$11,000 to 60.000. Construction. Manufac-
turing. Secretartal Work. Nurses. Engineer-
ing. Sales, Hundreds of Jobs Listed.
CALL NOW! 206-736-7000
ext. 220A
$ Need Cash?
$500/1,000 stuffing
envelopes! Guaranteed!
Rush stamped addressed
envelope -
Mail- Co
Box 026781XU
6723 SE 16th
Portland, Oregon 97202
.. BEN & VERA'S - i
- ROTTWElLER - i
_ F'AIM _-I
- " • I
5-3 0
The untold ending 01 0.8. Cooper
7---
s-
"Our people are posilloned on every meet corner,
commander ....Shall we commence wilh our plan
to grodually eliminate these ,creatures?"
r
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Dual 3.5" 720K
Floppy Drive Model
Suggested Retail Price: $2,399
. Special Student Price: $1,299
+ handling charge
20MB Hard Disk Model
Suggested Retail Price: $3.599
Special Student Price $1,999
+ handling charge
ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN - WITH THE NEW BATTERY-DRIVENSUPERSPORTIM - TO TAKEYOU
FROM COLLEGETO CAREER.
Small, lightweight, flexible and economical. Ideal for spreadsheets, word processing and more. That's
the new SupersPort from Zenith Data Systems - today's leader in battery-operated portables.
FLEXIBLECOURSE SCHEDULE. Whatever your agenda, the Supersl'ort's modular configuration easily
adapts to your computing style. With a detachable battery for easier portability. An AC adapter/recharger
that plugs into any outlet. MS-DOS1' to run virtually all PC/XT compatible software. And 640K RAM-
expandable to 1.64MB with EMS, Plus the SupersPort comes in your choice of dual 3.5" 720K floppy drive
or 20MB hard disk models. For flexible desktop performance anywhere on campus.
CARRYSOME GREATHOURS THIS TERM. Hours of battery power, that is. For greater productivity
everywhere your studies take you. Thanks to Zenith's comprehensive Intelligent Power Management-
a system that lets you control how your battery power is consumed. So you won't waste valuable energy
on components and peripherals not in use.
EASYCOLLEGE READING.The easiest. After all, the SupersPort features Zenith's renowned dazzling
backlit Supertwist LCDscreen for crisp text and superior readability. And its CRT-size display is one-third
larger than most competing portables for enhanced viewing. The screen even tilts back ISO-degrees so it
lies flat to accommodate a desktop monitor.
TO CATCHTHE NEWSUPERSPORT PORTABLEPC ATA SPECIALSTUDENT PRICE, VISITYOUR ZENITH
DATASYSTEMSCAMPUSCONTACTTODAY: .
71"" datasystemsCampus ComputerStore THE QUAUTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'
Lower Level of Hamilton
x7465 PC/XT is a registered trademarl< of IBM Corp. MS-DOS is. registered trademarl< 01 Microso/l Corp.Special pricing offer good only on pun:hases directly through Zen~h Contad( s) listed ...... by _Db.
faculty and staff lor their own use. No other discoontJ apply. Limit one portable personal computer per
individual in any 12·month period. Prices sub;ect to change without notice.
e 1988. Zenith OataSystems fonD No. 1392
-
in 19th place.
"The reason we did well is
probably on the strength of our
fourth and fifth runners," Bishop
said. "Against a lot of the learns
we've. . .beaten-but it was
close-our strength has been that
OUf top three runners were running
stronger than their top three, bUI
here we turned the pattern and we
got our fourth and fifth runners in
before anyone else did:'
"They were running in about
30th place halfway through the
race with a big pack in front of
them at about one and a half miles.
But they passed all of the pack and
finished 17th and 19th. They are
getting closer to the first three; I'm
not saying thai the first three aien 'I
doing well-they are-it's just
that the founh and fifth are getting
better and ran really outstanding
races."
Bishop was surprised that the
conditions didn't seem to be a fac-
tor for any team, especially
CONN, which had a few runners
get their best time on the course.
"The race was remarkably well-
run and fast considering the lousy
day, but everyone realized there
was a race La run."
"I was happy with the way we
did. Iknow we tried as hard as we
eould. On another given day we
can beat SUNY beeause they were
only four points ahead. This was
just their day to win," Bishop said.
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'Intramural Update
MorriSsilD Ilas ~ t\it SIIOOg bclUnd tlIe
orllilE h"llellsationJolui~k. HeliaS 10m
'5 and 1 l'iIlerceplion. Morrisson beat Burdick 21.7 and
~lleIf~iwas tied by none olller!ban Taco HeD 21-21.
TacaHl;llsitsalOlle in tlIeGandiani Divisionbmement, thanks ill partec tllUbehandsof Hitor Be-Hit by forfeit and the N.T.s 42-7.111the
D1v.1he T-¥en$hare second place with HilJBe Hitat2-2-1. The
1'~~P,ark21-21 and 100 to Trinity Slinks28-14 and Harkness 21-~.m toOk Ihe forfeil from Taco HeD. tied Park ()..()and beat
1;0.
STUDYABROAD - SPAIN
Spend the sprtng semester with a serious
program In sunny Spain.
Consult your fellow-students: Ali~ Olen!
and Heather Meeker. who are now there.
Intemattonal Studies; St. LouIs UnIversity.
. 221 N. Grund Blvd.
St. LouIs. MO 63103 1-800-325-666
NANG PHAtKrHASACK
" You Ale A lover 01 F"....
THAle-Jng
BANGKOK CITY
AUlHENTlC THAI Il£STAUAANT
Luncla Toes - Sal ll:OO· 3:00
DiJmers Daily S:OO· 10:00
Tel ('203) .... 2-69'7Q
123~W"_'-.CT_
Women's Cross 'Country Places
Eighth at NESCAC Championship
Intramural Standings
by Nanc:y Northrop
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
women's cross country team re-
sponded to the challenge posed by
the top learns in New England and
finished eighth in the NESCAC
Championship al Hamilton on Oc-
tober 15. The learn also plaeed
second in their home invitational
on October 8.
At theNESCAC championship,
Ned Bishop, coach of the
women's cross country team, was
pleased with the learn's effort in
view of the competition.
"I think we were the one learn
Ihat collectively improved more
than the rest of the teams [at
NESCAC's]," Bishop said, "It
says a lot about how our training is
going and how hard we are work-
ing.
"One of the things that was re-
ally good that we did was that we
had run five of the teams before
and did beuer relative to them than
we did before-we were closer to
the ones that had beaten us and we
were farther ahead of Wesleyan,
which we had beaten before,"
Bishop said.
The team was led by Kristin
Kissell, '89, in 17th place, captain
Maria Gluch, '89, in 20th place
and Kelly Bernier, '90, in 28th
place.
"One of the things we wanted to
do individually was to stay ahead
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of everyone we had beaten before
and the top five [CONN] runners
did just that.' Bishop said, "Be-
tween them there were fourteen
people that had beaten them before
that we beat this lime. We didn't
lose any places and we gained sev-
eral."
One week earlier, CONN .ig-
norod the poor conditions on their
home course and kept their minds
on the dirty job at hand, placing
second out of nine, only barely
nudged out offirst place by SUNY.
Faced with cold, wind, rain, and
mud Bishop wanted the team to
"forget about the conditions and
just think about the race. I just
wanted it to be fun. even having to
deal with Sluff like that."
Bishop said that although the
team did have the advantage of
running on their home course, it
also had the added challenge of
being the defending champion, tbe
team all the other teams were look-
ing to topple,
"Hopefully, that motivated
them, but this is a team that runs
well every week and has not
needed extra motivation," Bishop
said, "They were pretty pumped
because it was our invitational."
Despite the fine running by the
top three runners, Bishop said that
the reason for CONN's high finish
was the quality races by the fourth
and fifth runners: Vicki Hawkins.
'92, in 17th placeandEmilySiegel
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omen's Volleyball Team Takes Second at CONN Invitational!
manski, '91, and co-captain Pat- f
ten. Szymanski lead the team '
with twenty-two kills, eight solo J);
blocks, and ten assisted blocks. i
Patten helped the Camels' cause
with four aces. ."
Debbie Garrett, '91, the team ~
leader in kills with 55, also had a ;;;
strong game with twenty-one
kills and two aces.
"Usually our opponents go to
block Lynda, and when they do
Debbie is there with a hit," Co-
chran said.
The Camels had hoped to con-
tinue their winning ways against
Tufts and Salem State, but came
away disappointed. On October
15, the Camels lost to Tufts (15-
4, 15-13)and Salem State (16-14,
10-15,15-13).
Giving in to strong serving and
owning a weak passing attack,
CONN was unable to play to its
expectations.
"They forced us into a defen-
sive game; we had difficulty "":
ling up any kind of offense," Jill
Gruenberg, '91, said.
SPORTS
by Chris Brecke and Rick Denton
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
women's volleyball team placed
second in the Connecticut College
Invitational on October 8. The
five-team event saw the Camels
finish ahead of Trinity, Roger
Williams, and Albertus Magnus
with Williams taking first.
The team was seeded second af-
ter first-round wins over Albertus
Magnus (15-1) and Roger Wil-
liams (13-15,15-8). CONN split
withTrinity(13-15, 15-9) and lost
to Williams (15-8,16-14).
In the final round, CONN
missed the opportunity to win the
tournament by loosing (l5-a, 15-
10) to Williams, the fifth ranked
team in New England.
Tod Cochran, coach of the
women's volleyball team, and his
players believe that the change in
the teams new practice format had
a lot to do with the tcam coming
together in time for the Connecti-
cut College Invitational.
"The week prior 10 our invita-
tional, I changed the format of our
practices, and I think mat had
incredibly tough team, and I think
things are going to get beuer for
us," Cochran said.
and we were finally able to play to
our potential," Joclle Patten, '89,
said.
Women's volleyball
something to do with our perform-
ance in the tournament. This is a
"I believe that it was a culmina-
i tion of two great weeks of practice
Leading the well rounded attack
for the Camels were Lynda Szy-
-
Men's X-Country Finishes
2nd at CONN Invitational
admg team
by Kelly Bernier
The College
The Connecticut College men's cross country team experienced both
'" the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat in their last two meets.
~ On Saturday, October 8,the squad overcame inclement weather to gar-
~. ncr a second place finish with 81 points at the annual Connecticut
~' College cross country invitational. SMU won the meet as top runner Tom
~ Tracy crossed the line in 28:00 for a first place finish.
g' CONN was the only team to have no finishers in the top ten.
C "This shows that we have no single star," said Jim Butler, coach of the
men's cross country team. «In four races, we have had three number-one
men. It proves we have a lot of depth."
Butler was extremely pleased with the team'S effort, especially con-
sidering the unfavorable weather conditions.· He was especially im-
pressed with the performances put in by four "unbelievable" freshmen
who led the team to the second place finish: Man DesJardins (14th,
30: 13), Peter Jennings (15th, 30: 14), Ian Johnston (16th, 30: I6),and Jeff
Williams (17th, 30:27).
vitationalThe four harriers also found themse!vesonCONN's all-time
top fifteen times Iist for the 8000 meter home course, established in 1984.
ThcCamcls came up short or expectations in their next meet, however.
On Saturday, October 15, the squad traveled to Hamilton, host to the
NESCAC Championships. With a total of 303 points, the team finished
last among the eleven participating teams. Hamilton College won the
meet with 58 points, putting three runners in the top ten.
Amherst's Tom Evans raced to a first place finish with a timeof28:19.
Andrew Builder, '91, was CONN's first finisher (57th, 30:49). Other
CONN finishers were Johnston (58th, 30:52), DesJardins (62nd, 31: 17),
and Jennings (65th, 31:26).
"We arc disappointed because we know we can run better," Butler
said, "We did not focus on the meet as we should have."
Butler hopes that the Learncan improve on their poor performance and
end the season on a positive note.
Sailors Place 2nd at B.D. Regatta
by Melissa Rums
The College Voice
The freshmen sailors made head-
lines with their winning perform-
ances at the B.U.Freshmen Invite.
Justin Palm, '92, and Rick Miller,
'92, sailed to an impressivesccond
place finish in A division, while
Spencer Luckey, '92, and Jenn ifer
Grin, '92, managed to do the same
in B division. Beating eleven other
schools in the process, Luckey said
he "was happy do have done so
well. We're building our reputa-
tion."
Following a new format for a
New England regatta, CONN en-
tered four divisions in the Hap
Moore Trophy at Coast Guard.
James Appel, '89, and Elizabeth
Edge, '90, captured first place in
their division, which was sailed in
Flying Juniors. In the same boats,
Peter Quinn, '90, and Lissette
.Suarez, '90, sailed B division to
seventh place. Bob Puffer, '92, a
Laser sailor, also got a seventh
place in C division.
The fourth division, sailed in
sloops, was sailed by seniors, co-
captain Ward Blodgett, Brad Car-
penter and Ciam Russell. Com-
menting on their fifth place finish,
Blodgett said that "Saturday was
blowing stink and they were forced
to cancel halfway through the day.
Sunday was more manageable and
we sailed well except for our
boathandling."
Yale was the host for the
Women's' Intersectional, held in
extremely windy conditions.
Carolyn Ulander, '92, and Stacey
Helmbrecht, '91, shared A division
with Alex Davis, '89, 'and Anne
Seaton, '89. Jen Cool idge, '91, and
o
Alison Priore, '91," sailed B divi-
sion, noting that" at least 20 boats
nipped the first day." CONN se-
cured an overall seventh place.
October break weekend was a
busy one for the freshmen, who
hosted the first regatta ever held at
CONN's waterfront. Entering two
teams, CONN captured fourth and
fifth place. The A division skipper
Palm was enthusiastic about the
results because "we'd never sailed
in those conditions before." he
said.
The New England Champion-
ships for the sloop team were held
at Coast Guard. Co-captain Peter
Eastman, '89, skippered the 122,
while Blodgett and Carpenter
skillfully added to the boathan-
dling. They finished in fifth place
at the end of the two-day event,
beating out Tufts by one point.
Cans Paper
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@: This week the honor goes tofreshman Kris- x
if; ten Supko of the women's soccer team.. Supko@i
;:;scoredfour goals and added an assistfor a total?ti of nine points in two games, Supko is the Lady G
!& Camels' leading point getter and has broken i
~t1the team recordfor most points in a season. The
Iii Scoring sensation is currently ranked seventh "
Iin the State for goals scored. - Rick Komarow
I
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f Ranked 15th in the Nation
~
/
., Chrhll.~ Rec:es.o;o
TIle College VoIc:e
~,------------l The Connecticut College
C.J women's soccer team, this week
~ finds itself ranked third in New
England They've also improved
their national r-r-r--r-r-r-r-r-r-z-:
ranking hom
twentieth to fif-
teenth, making
the top twenty
forthe third con-
secutive week.
Recent victories
over Clark,
Bowdoin and
Williams con-
tinued to propel
CONN upward
through the
rankings.
On October
13th Thc Cam-
els defeated
Clark by a score
of 4-0. The first I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A~~~~~~!l!I!!!l!I!!~goal was scored 'i;
by Katie Bing, Women's soecerr Ann Carberry, '90.
'90, on a pass from Jen Fulcher, highly ranked in New England,
'89. Ann Carberry, '90,endcd the aftercapluringtheNIACChampi-
first half with a goal on a direct onships last year. On October
frcc kick. Kristen Supko, '92, fin- 16th ,asolitary goal by Bing with
ished the game with the last two an assist by Carberry was enough
goals. The first goal was assisted to give CONN the edge over Bow-
by Jamie O'Connor, '91, and the doin.
second by Diane Cisneros, '92. On Tuesday, October 18, the
''The game against Clark was a
fairly good win for us," said Ken
Kline, head coach of the women's
soccer team.
Bowdoin College, a new addition
10 the schedule this year, has been
Camels again came out viclOriOUS
against Williams College by a
score of 3-0. In the first half,
Supko scored on a feed from Ma-
ria Mitchell, '91. O'Connor closed
the scoring in the first half scored.
On the
p I a y ,
Supko
and Linda
Maddem,
'89 were
credited
with as-
sis t s .
Sup k 0
ended the
game with
the final
goal and
was aided
on an as-
sist by
Carberry.
Supko is
currently
ranked
seventh in
the stale for goals scored and has
broken the record for the most
points in a season at Connecticut
College. Also Eva Cahalan, '91,
has tied her own school record of
eight shutouts in a season.
CONN record now stands at 9-1.
,
Men's Soccer Notes and uotes
omen s enn
Women's Tennis Splits Two
by Vicki Hawkins
The College Voice
The Connecticut College
women's tennis team lost to
Amherst, 6-1, on October 6 and
defeated Mount Holyoke,,7-2, on
October 13 in their only two
matches since September 24.
CONN's match at Amherst
ended early by a score of 6-1 be-
fore the last two doubles matches
could be played.
"Amherst had beaten Trinity 5-
4, whom we had lost to 9-0, so we
knew they were a very strong
team," said Sheryl Yeary, coach
ofthe women's tennis team,"! felt
we were a lot closer to Amherst
than Trinity, which shows a cer-
tain amount of progress for us."
Sarah Hurst, '91, comribmed
the lone win for CONN in her
singles match. Number three
singles player, Karen Melkonian,
'90, played a tough, elose match
losing in the third set,
One week later, the Camels de-
feated Mount Holyoke, 7-2, to
bring their record to 3-3.
Number one through five
singles players Hurst, '91,
Melkonian, '90, Marla Kerr, '89,
Tina Casson, '92, and Pinar
Taskin, '91, were all victorious.
Yeary felt that this wl!!;a real ac-
complishment on CONN's part.
"I haven't coached too many
teams that have won an entire
match because of the singles
matches," Yeary said.
Casson played a tough match.
She won the first set in a tiebreaker
and the second 7-5.
"She's been struggling as the
number four singles player, and it
was a very good win for her,"
Yeary said.
Taskin also had an impressive
match, winning in three sets.
Yeary has started 10 look ahead
to the New England Champion-
ships at Amherst on October 27
through 30. Last year, CONN fin-
ished tenth out of twenty-five
teams.
"If we can come close to that.I'd
say we've had a fantastic season:'
Yeary said.
Yeary is pleased with the team's
performance so far this season.
"We are doing at least as well as
last year, which was the best year
I've ever coached," Yeary said.
The Camels are preparing for a
busy week as their regular season
winds down to an end.
Men's Soccer Squad Routs Trinity Bantams 5 to 1
by Jeff Dorfman
The Coll~e Voice
The Connecticut College men's
soccer team put its New England
top 10 ranking on the line three
times this week. On Saturday, 10/
IS, they came out on the short end
of a 2-1 score against Colby, but
rebounded on Wednesday, 10/19,
and drubbed Rhode Island College
10-0. Then, this Saturday, 10/22,
in the Homecoming game against
NESCAC rival Trinity, the Cam-
els played their strongest game of
the year, defeating the Bantams 5-
1.
In the Colby game, the Camels
out played the Mules, but were not
able to out score them. The game
was very similar to the Wesleyan
game of a week earlier. In that
game CONN fell behind in the nest
half, 1-0. They put the offensive
pressure on for much of the second
half, but failed to score on several
good opportunities. Against
Colby, CONN scored first, but
trailed at halftime 2-1.
"We out played them,' Coach
Bill Lessig said. "We just were not
able to convert our chances. I
thought we could have score 4 or 5
goals against Colby."
Like many of their goals this sea-
son, CONN's only goal came as a
resulLof a comer kick. Tim Smith,
'90, took the kick which was tipped
by Sal Blangiardo, '90, to senior
co-captain Jeff Geddes, who put it
in the back of the net. Colby was
able to tie the score several minutes
later on a mistake in the penally
area by CONN. Attempting to
dear the ball, fullback Pat Violette,
'89, inadverlently directed the ball
behind his own goalkeeper.
With the score tied at one CONN
saw a golden opportunity to move
into the lead go by the boards.
Geddes missed a penally kick after
he had been brought down in the
penalLy area. 'Colby would score
again before halftime to round out
the seori ng.
In the second half CONN did
mount heavy pressure but could
not convert.
"!tscems like when we get behind
we start to panic a bit," said Smith
"We try 10force ittoomuch instead
of letting the play develop."
Thc game against Rhode Island
may to have been a blowout, but it
allowed CONN lOget back on the
winning track.
"That wasn't a bad game for us,"
Lessig said. "We had as many
opportunities to score in the Colby
game as we did against RIC. It
showed us that if we kccp plugging
the goals wi II come."
Leading the scoring attack forthe
Camels was Geddes with 3 goals
and 3 assists and Todd Taplin, '89,
who had four goals. JoeCarbe '90,
scored his first goal of the season
17 minutes into the game. Scoring
the first goals of their collegiate
careers were freshmen Shawn
McAllister and Sung Kim.
"The game gave us some rnomen-
tum going into the Trinity game,"
Lessig said.
The Camels used this momentum
to knock off the Trinity Bantams,
who had come into the match with
a 7-3 record. Both teams knew that
with the season more than two
thirds over, the outcome of the
game would have significant rami-
fications on post season play.
Before the game Geddes would
say, "We can't afford another loss.
This is a big one for us."
Early in the first half Trinity was
able to put a shot behind Cutillo.
The next five minutes proved to be
the biggest of the season for
CONN. Geddes and Taplin com-
bined for two beautiful goals during
this span. Taplin scored on a cross
from Geddes just 30 seconds after
Trinity's goal. Four and a half
minutes later, Taplin intercepted a
Trinity pass and crossed an excel-
lent ball to a streaking Geddes who
eonverted to make the score 2-1.
Early in the secopd half, Smith
rook a nice pass from Ed Schaustcr,
'90, and scored to increase
CONN'sleadt03-1. Itwas Smith's
second goal of the season.
Five minutes later Taplin would
score a ain on a nalt kick which
was awarded after he was brought
down in the penalty area.
John McBride, '92, rounded out
CONN's scoring with a header late
in the game. It was the freshman's
first goal of his collegiate career.
"We didn't let down," Geddes
said. "They scored, but we played
tough andgot two quick ones back.
This was without a doubt our best
effort to date. Itwas a great win for
us."
Lessig echoed Geddes' senti-
ments.
"I'm very pleased with our play
today. We were moving to the ball
well. It gives us momentum going
into next week."
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